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Summary
Burma’s resource economy has long been defined by armed conflict dynamics.
This is still very much the case. Burma’s state and nonstate armed actors have directly or indirectly financed their leaders and insurgent (or counterinsurgent) activities through revenue generated from the extraction, production, taxation, and trade
in natural resources such as jade, timber, illicit drugs, and agricultural products.
More recently, successive governments have pushed to open the Burmese
economy to broader participation, focusing in particular on procuring largescale foreign investment. Since 2012, the Union Parliament has passed a
range of laws and policies to support a revival of the nation’s resource-based
economy. Complementary to these reforms, the national government and the
military (Tatmadaw) have been spearheading a national peace process to end
the country’s nearly seven-decade armed political conflict. But some prominent armed groups in the China borderlands have so far abstained from partaking in the peace process, in part a result of the unresolved politics behind
Burma’s conflict resource economy.
Burma’s conflict resource economy dates back to its independence, when the
political exclusion of certain ethnic groups led to the spread of ethno-nationalist
insurgencies across the country in the 1950s. The rise of the illicit poppy economy during the Cold War transformed the nature of these conflicts. In the late
1980s, as the Cold War came to a close, some ethnic armed organizations (EAOs)
signed ceasefires with the Tatmadaw. Yet these ceasefires never resulted in political dialogue or any settlements on resource governance and benefit sharing
with the military-led government. Instead, the state militarized, and EAO, Tatmadaw, and paramilitary leaders looted a range of natural resources to generate
revenue and gain state patronage, with counterinsurgent outcomes.
This decade has seen the advent of a national peace process and the signing of
a Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement with many EAOs. Despite this progress, the
land and resource sectors and their reform have received minimal attention in
ongoing peace dialogues. As a result, core political questions—who has use and
management rights over Burma’s natural resources, and how will the revenues
from their exploitation be distributed and for what purposes—remain unresolved
and therefore continue to fuel armed conflict. Yet with a concerted effort backed
by strong political will, Burma’s conflict resource economy can be overhauled
and replaced by a more robust, accountable, and equitable system that can help
lay down the pathways to peace.
2
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Men wait to sift through a mine dump for jade stones in Kachin State. (Photo by Soe Zeya Tun/Reuters)

Introduction
Burmese government
ministries have
been capitalizing
on the country’s
natural resource
base and global
market potential for
hydropower, timber,
minerals and gems,
agricultural products,
and land.

Since 2011, two Burmese government administrations—under U Thein Sein and Daw
Aung San Suu Kyi—have implemented various reforms to overcome political and
economic challenges.1 Incremental institutional reforms have opened new pathways
for people’s voices to be officially heard for the first time since the military took power
in the 1960s, but not without significant setbacks along the way. Burma’s leaders,
with advice from foreign experts and institutes, have pushed to open the economy to
broader participation, focusing in particular on procuring large-scale foreign investment to help kick-start the world’s newest frontier economy. Since 2012, the Union
Parliament has passed a range of laws and policies to support a revival of the nation’s
resource-based economy. Government ministries—following what is often a postconflict economic growth strategy in resource-rich countries worldwide—have been
capitalizing on the country’s natural resource base and global market potential for
hydropower, timber, minerals and gems, agricultural products, and land.
Complementary to political economic reforms, the national government and military have
also been spearheading a national peace process to end the country’s nearly seven-decade armed political conflict. In response, some prominent ethno-nationalist armed opposition groups have signed ceasefires with the new government. In Burma, these groups are
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commonly known as ethnic armed organizations (EAOs)

2015 known as the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement

and are differentiated from nonstate armed groups

(NCA).4 Other EAOs, however, abstained from signing

(NSAGs), which either are not ethnic, such as the Commu-

either a ceasefire or the NCA—mostly those based

nist Party, or whose political positions and activities are

along the Chinese border, which did not feel that

not or no longer against the state per se. (See table 1 for a

they benefited from a first round of ceasefires signed

typology of Burma’s armed actors.)

two decades earlier. Most notable among them is the

2

Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) and its armed
One of the most important EAOs to sign a bilater-

wing, the Kachin Independence Army, which operates

al ceasefire agreement this decade was the Karen

in Kachin State and in parts of northern Shan State.

National Union (KNU) and its armed wing, the Karen

EAOs in northern and northeast Burma that did not ink

National Liberation Army, one of the most prominent

new ceasefire agreements this decade have subse-

and oldest in the country, located in the southeast

quently gone back to war with Burma’s Union Armed

along the Thai border. Many EAOs that have signed

Forces (Tatmadaw).5 As this report makes clear, war

bilateral ceasefires in this decade are also signatories

returning to the China borderlands is in part a result

to the government’s multilateral peace initiative, since

of the unresolved politics behind the conflict resource

3

Table 1. Typology of Armed Actors in Burma

Term

Acronym

Definition

Nonstate armed group

NSAG

armed groups outside the government’s military

Ethnic armed

EAO

ethnically based NSAGs who are politically opposed to the state

Rebel/insurgent

–

organization engaged in armed resistance against the state

Militia/paramilitary

–

NSAGs serving the interests of the state (to varying degrees)

Border Guard Force

BGF

government force comprised of former EAOs or paramilitary groups, established

organization

in 2009 and 2010

Tatmadaw

4

–

Burmese for the Union Armed Forces
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Since the 1990s, the resource economy in Burma, especially in its resource-rich ethnic periphery,
has been defined by armed conflict dynamics.
economy.6 Much progress has been made in finding

The ceasefire agreements with EAOs since 2011 and

new pathways to peace in Burma in recent years, but

the multilateral NCA offer new opportunities to address

setbacks have also been significant.

the conflict resource economy directly and to mitigate
its role in fueling armed conflict. So far, though, we

Since the 1990s, the resource economy in Burma, es-

are seeing much the same as during the first period

pecially in its resource-rich ethnic periphery, has been

of ceasefires: business deals in lieu of politics but that

defined by armed conflict dynamics. This is still very

do not address key political demands. This can be

much the case. Burma’s state and militia actors in large

managed. Land and resource ownership issues and

part have directly or indirectly financed their leaders

benefit-sharing arrangements in peace policies need to

and insurgent (or counterinsurgent) activities by natural

be recognized as opportunities to meet environmental

resource extraction, production, taxation, and trade.

peacebuilding objectives.

7

Conflict resources refers to the multiple ways in which
the natural resource extraction and production (such

Global environmental good governance mechanisms

as poppy and other agricultural commodities) sectors

and new domestic legislation on land and natural

intertwine with and exacerbate armed political conflict.

resource reforms, however, come up against the

Conflict resource economy refers to conflict resources

country’s poor record on transparency, accountabil-

that directly generate revenue for the country’s vari-

ity, and governance. Moreover, although the nation-

ous armed actors and institutions, either legal or illicit,

al peace process offers hope for ending decades

and thereby contribute directly or indirectly to armed

of armed conflict, so far issues related to land and

conflict dynamics. This report reviews the conditions

natural resource ownership and benefit sharing

and factors that have shaped how Burma’s resource

have been limited in ongoing peace dialogues and

economy intersects with armed political conflict.

adopted principles. Tatmadaw representatives and
many high-level government officials continue to

The first round of ceasefires with EAOs, which started in

push aside addressing who has what rights to benefit

1989 after several groups split off from the Communist

from the natural resource economy and under what

Party of Burma, never resulted in political dialogue or any

terms. How land and natural resources are to be gov-

settlements on resource governance and benefit sharing

erned—not simply what percentage of revenue is to

with the military-led government. Instead, the state milita-

be distributed to armed conflict actors, government,

rized, and EAO, Tatmadaw, and paramilitary leaders looted

and wider society—must be resolved through mean-

resources—a phenomenon conceptualized as ceasefire

ingful political dialogue and careful implementation.

capitalism. Granting former rebel leaders resource con-

The country and its peace process are currently at a

cessions and the right to tax bought their political patron-

crossroads: now is the time to transform the conflict

age. Resource concessions also in a sense spatialized

resource economy into one that promotes equitable

state power and administration, adding another dimension

and sustainable economic development that is more

of statebuilding operatives during this ceasefire period.

accountable and transparent.

8
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Formation of the Conflict
Resource Economy
In response to political exclusions in the creation of the

and China’s Yunnan Province.12 One of the most prom-

Union of Burma, ethno-nationalist insurgencies spread

inent strongmen was Lo Hsing Han (in Chinese pinyin,

across the country beginning in the early 1950s, soon

Luo Xinghan), the infamous Kokang Chinese “kingpin of

after the country’s independence. These armed conflict

opium” in what has been known as the Golden Trian-

dynamics intensified during the Cold War era as the Bur-

gle.13 These Cold War tactics changed the nature of

ma-China borderlands became ensnarled in the US-Chi-

the conflict resource economy such that by the 1970s,

na and wider Indo-China political theater. The rise of the

ethnic political conflict and the illicit drug trade became

illicit poppy economy during that time also transformed

interdependent. From these building blocks of the Cold

the nature of the conflict, at least in the China border-

War’s illicit drug economy operating in northern Bur-

lands where poppy production was centered. For many

ma, revenue capture from conflict resources by armed

EAOs, especially in the north, the politics of insurgency

actors took shape.

9

and the generation of illicit revenues from the production,
tax, and trade in opium during and after the end of the

The region’s geopolitics changed dramatically in the late

Cold War became inseparable.

1980s as the Cold War came to a close. Burma’s underground armed Communist Party folded in 1989. EAOs

From the 1960s forward, the same incentives helped

splintered off, some signing bilateral ceasefires with the

the Tatmadaw successfully court certain ethnic armed

Tatmadaw.14 Crucially, the Tatmadaw applied the same

leaders to side with the military-led government to form

strategy to these breakaway groups that it had to the

paramilitary organizations. In exchange for arrangements

people’s militias decades earlier. Some EAOs stopped

with what can be translated as people’s militias, the

openly fighting against the Tatmadaw in exchange for the

military permitted these groups to use the resources and

right to engage in a range of state-protected economic

trade routes within their territories for income-generat-

pursuits in lieu of political ambitions. Former rebels also

ing activities so that they could be a more self-sufficient

retained their territories, troops, and arms—and in some

counterinsurgent force in areas where the Tatmadaw

cases even got additional arms from the military. And,

had little to no presence. Bertil Lintner asserts that the

like their former brothers-in-arms before them, these new

ceasefires were paramount in their influence on shaping

ex-rebel leaders during the 1990s and 2000s also began

the drug trade: “Economic reforms were also aimed at

to more aggressively extract and directly tax various valu-

diverting the attention of the population at large from

able resources, especially poppy.15 Meanwhile, regional

politics to making money—and in SLORC’s Burma [the

military commanders in the north, northeast, and parts

name of the military regime at that time], many business-

of the southeast granted resource concessions to their

men flourished, especially the drug traffickers.” Armed

business partners in government-controlled territories

organizations also often had gentlemen’s agreements

now under ceasefire agreements, sometimes in partner-

with state agents, who purchased opium in exchange for

ship with paramilitary leaders in reward for their alle-

more arms, on the other side of the border in Thailand

giance to the military-led government.16

10
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Beginning in the mid-1990s and in full swing by the 2000s,
nonstate armed groups—both EAOs and paramilitaries—became heavily involved in the nonpoppy resource
economy. Logging and mining became especially prev-

KACHIN
STATE

INDIA

alent economic activities.17 This transition happened first
along the southeast border with Thailand in areas under

Hpakant Township

control of the KNU (but less so in areas controlled by the

Myitkyina

CHINA

SH

YUNNAN
PROVINCE

SAGAING
REGION

SHAN
STATE

Mandalay

New Mon State Party). In the early 2000s, the resource
economy began to boom in the north and northeast along
the China border, where Chinese companies conducted business with a litany of armed groups and cronies.
Since the mid-2000s, these business dealings have also

BURMA

included industrial agriculture, especially rubber, linked in
part to China’s opium substitution program.18 Although not
an extractable natural resource, land and the production

Taunggyi

of industrial agricultural commodities play a similar role
LAOS

to extracted resources—that is, generate revenue, have

Naypyidaw

social and environmental effects on local communities,
and renew grievances. Large-scale Chinese-financed hy-

THAILAND

dropower dams also started to come online in the 2000s,
especially in Kachin State and Shan State, resulting in
forced displacements and further militarization.19

Yangon

Land and resource concessions were granted predominantly by higher-level Tatmadaw officials in the national

0
0

and provincial capitals as a way to generate personal

100 MILES

revenue and a growing political and economic power

100 KILOMETERS

base. In other cases, especially for smaller deals, for-

Andaman
Sea
TANINTHARYI
REGION

eign investors dealt more directly with NSAG leaders
and largely bypassed government and military officials,
essentially decentralizing the resource conflict economy.
These scenarios created the conditions described earlier
as ceasefire capitalism, where the military and its state apparatus increasingly gained control over land, resources,
and rents in partnership with politically complacent armed
leaders.20 Instead of outright warfare, a Burmese general’s
token phrase of “development for peace,” fashioned as a
type of postconflict development, began to shape govern-

Map 1. Burma
(Adapted from artwork by Lucidity Information Design, LLC)

ance regimes over land, resources, and populations. The
current state of affairs in the conflict resource economy
under what is now the country’s national peace process
originates from these historical formations.
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Stacked teak logs. (Photo by ronemmons/iStock)

Land, Natural Resources,
and Conflict Dynamics
Throughout the formation of Burma’s conflict re-

resource deals that clearly contravene state laws, or

source economy since the Cold War, the military-led

at the very least ignore customary claims. However,

government has sought to capture rents from the

international norms of illegality often differ from that of

resource economy. The various conflict actors that fall

Burma’s legal culture: illegality in the resource sector

under the state—recognized here as the Tatmadaw,

is usually defined by the Burmese military and gov-

paramilitaries, the government, and to some extent

ernment as involving insurgent groups (now labeled

military-backed “crony companies”—are involved, in

terrorists); meanwhile, state involvement in resource

different capacities, in the state’s attempts to cap-

transactions is defined as legal on the grounds that it

ture segments of revenue streams from the conflict

proceeds from within the domain of the state (as the

resource economy. In certain instances, these are

rule maker). For example, the government declares all

more a matter of everyday common corruption, such

timber that passes through EAO checkpoints as illegal

as taxing caravans as they pass through military

but ignores the fact that timber crossing government

and government checkpoints. In others, military and

and military border checkpoints is also technically

government officials orchestrate large-scale land and

illegal according to their own legal directives.21

8
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In ethnic territories where the government and military lack legitimacy in the eyes of many of the
ethnic minority inhabitants, villagers view the land and natural resources in their vicinity as customarily belonging to them, not the state.
Given this complex terrain on the politics of legality,

aggrieved minority populations who view the state’s

it is more fruitful here to discuss the state’s involve-

attempt at diverting resource rents toward the Union

ment in the capture of rents from the conflict re-

government (and military) as a hostile affront to their

source economy, regardless of whether the govern-

ethnic-based political struggle and what they feel

ment or military defines the actions as legal or illegal.

are their indigenous rights, as well as curtailing their

The state capturing resource rents also means that

agrarian resource-based livelihoods.

resource revenue flows are diverted away from
insurgent organizations. The state at times legaliz-

THE GOVERNMENT’S DOMAIN

es its involvement in what would otherwise be illicit

Government-managed resource extraction in areas

activities. In practice, however, the main factor that

with a strong government presence and wide so-

changed was only who gets to control and profit

cial legitimacy among the local population does not

from the resource deals, not the manner in which

directly contribute to armed conflict dynamics, mainly

resources are sustainably managed or to whom and

because NSAGs do not operate in such areas. But

how the benefits are shared.

some have argued, especially during the previous period of military rule, that these multimillion- and even

The politics of legality and the state’s capture of re-

multibillion-dollar resource deals indirectly contribute

source rents in part depend on the political geogra-

to armed conflict dynamics by raising revenue for the

phy of resources and their deal making. In areas fully

government’s military institutions, thereby financing

under government control, especially in Bamar—or

counterinsurgency and other war-making instruments.

Burman, the ethnic majority—lowland areas, the

This argument was much more prominent during

government’s political authority to carry out resource

the 1990s and 2000s, when the military regime was

deals is perhaps less challenged by local residents

nearly bankrupt and carrying out expansive military

or the national citizenry. The political governance

operations against EAOs.22 Since the reforms of this

operating in these areas creates the conditions for

decade, however, the discourse on the politics of in-

state institutions to be more present, better function-

vestment and resource-revenue capture by the state

ing, and socially legitimate, thereby more fully able

has shifted significantly. Many now see government

and capable to apply government laws, as well as

revenue from the natural resource sector as neces-

potentially hold government agencies more account-

sary to jump-start the national economy. The excep-

able for poor practice or corruption. But in ethnic

tion to this normalizing narrative is growing awareness

territories where the government and military lack

of billions of unaccounted government revenue in

legitimacy in the eyes of many of the ethnic minority

the oil and gas, jade mining, and forestry sectors, as

inhabitants, paramilitaries largely operate on behalf

revealed in recent public reports.23

of the state. In these resource-rich ethnic conflict
areas, villagers view the land and natural resources

It has been less common for the Burmese govern-

in their vicinity as customarily belonging to them,

ment to directly conduct resource-related projects

not the state. The politics of state resource capture

in territories under full EAO control, or even in jointly

in the ethnic periphery is therefore confronted by

administered territories. Government agencies have

USIP.ORG
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less control and authority in these areas, and often

TATMADAW INVOLVEMENT

security concerns or lack of authority mean that they

A more prominent state institution involved in the con-

cannot complete the transactions. Even in territories

flict resource economy is the Union Armed Forces, or

where the EAO in authority is an NCA signatory, the

Tatmadaw. The Tatmadaw has long relied on resource

government still has limited authority to administer

revenues to finance the institution, bankroll the leaders,

“development” projects, including for resource ex-

and sustain local battalions. Economic incentives for

traction. Insecurity for government officials, however,

the Tatmadaw and its officials have been made even

does not deter the government from allocating and

more severe by the well-known but unspoken rule that

subcontracting resource concessions to investors,

Tatmadaw commanders (and soldiers) are responsible

both domestic and foreign. This is especially the

for generating the funds to maintain themselves and

case for multibillion-dollar, bilateral, foreign-financed

their units. This includes soldiers producing their own

projects, such as the Myitsone hydropower dam at

food, which has led to countless land grabs in the

the confluence of the N’mai and Mali rivers in Kachin

vicinity of Tatmadaw battalions. Tatmadaw commanders

State. In these cases, when a state-backed land

must also kick up large sums to their superiors in the

or resource concession is in a territory under the

chain of command; commanders who are rewarded

authority of the EAO, the area in and around the con-

by being posted in a resource-rich command area are

cession (some of which are tens and even hundreds

expected to handsomely financially benefit not only

of thousands of acres in size) becomes in effect state

themselves, but also those above them.

24

controlled and administered, thereby in part achieving counterinsurgency aims.25

Burma’s state-owned economic enterprises are nominally under military control and generate undisclosed

Different branches of government may be involved

revenues that in part bypass government treasuries.27

in the conflict resource economy in other ways as

The Defense Ministry also owns and operates two

well. In addition to contracting out business deals

major companies, Myanmar Economic Holding Ltd. and

to government- or military-backed private business

the Myanmar Economic Corporation. These companies

leaders, the government may be engaged in illegal

generate substantial profits from a range of commer-

activity by not following their own laws, are guilty

cial services in the country, including natural resourc-

of corruption, or allow government-regulated re-

es, and accrue massive personal wealth for their top

sources to be taxed or exported through EAO-held

shareholders in the military. The head of the board of

checkpoints. Government-led business activities

Myanmar Economic Holding, for example, is the com-

that directly involve NSAGs (both paramilitaries and

mander-in-chief of the Tatmadaw.28

26

EAOs) directly contribute to armed conflict dynamics
by offering opportunities for armed organizations to

Political and economic reforms this decade have sought

generate revenue that sustains them. For example,

to divert these military resource revenues into civilian

the government largely orchestrates logging and

government coffers so as to provide greater benefit to

associated timber trade in areas in northern Burma

the nation and its people. International environmental

(especially Sagaing Region) it controls, as well as

good governance mechanisms further support these

granting jade licenses. But the timber and jade are

efforts. Although new multibillion-dollar contracts

exported across the Chinese border, and both are

go through relevant government agencies, a lack of

well known to enrich both paramilitaries and EAOs,

transparency and accountability still shrouds these

who tax the trade as it passes through their territo-

contracts in terms of who benefits and by how much.

ries en route across the border.

Shell companies (and who directs them) are deliberate-

10
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In the 2000s, four of the five top Burmese banks were run by well-known Sino-Burmese
cronies. Three of these individuals have been directly tied to the illegal drug trade in Shan
State, where they first made their riches.
ly murky, and generated funds are often found in bank

By the early to mid-2000s, crony companies became

accounts in Singapore. It is still presumed that the

an additional conduit for Tatmadaw revenue-generating

Tatmadaw and its high-level officials receive a signifi-

activities in conflict-affected areas. Military officials con-

cant percentage of resource-related revenues, mostly

tracted the country’s most well-financed cronies to build

through the country’s many state-owned economic

physical infrastructure, including in remote forested

enterprises, shell companies, and national banks. The

areas previously marked as insurgent “black” territory.

degree to which the billions of dollars unaccounted

In return for their service to the state, cronies received

for from resource sectors help fund military institutions

lucrative economic opportunities—especially land and

and operations against EAOs, or only enrich top military

resource concessions in other parts of the country—in

leaders, is unknown. The military institution and its

addition to the right to log along the infrastructure cor-

top-level officers therefore have a vested interest in

ridors they constructed. Top military and state officials,

armed conflict as a way of maintaining their ability to

through various webs of familial and business relations,

capitalize on the conflict resource economy.

were often company shareholders. One well-known

29

example of crony capitalism in these ceasefire territo-

NATIONAL CRONY COMPANIES

ries is Htay Myint’s Yuzana Company being awarded

As the limited economic reforms got under way in the

the country’s largest agribusiness concession, located

early 1990s, Burmese military leaders began to court

in western Kachin State in Hugaung (Hukawng) Valley,

their own nascent “indigenous capitalists” in Yangon to

an area partially controlled by the KIO.33 The KIO is not

assist them in their new business endeavors.30 Com-

known to have financially benefited from this conces-

monly known as Burmese crony companies, they had

sion, and it lost considerable territorial control in this

business leadership skills, capital, technical know-how,

geopolitically strategic valley as a result.

and regional trade networks that military commanders
lacked. Burmese cronies, many of whom are Sino-Bur-

Cronies carrying out military-backed resource deals

mese, have often had to count on transnational finance

generate significant revenue for military leaders and

networks, especially from mainland China as well as

their institution through their benefit-sharing arrange-

the ethnic Chinese diaspora in Southeast Asia, to help

ments (whether contractual or verbal) as well as other

finance their projects. But, over time, as crony capital-

informal bribes paid down the commodity chain (extrac-

ism became more pronounced in the urban centers of

tion, transport, and trade). Moreover, in exchange for

the country, so did cronies’ role in the national econo-

extraction permits, crony companies provide various

my. The phenomenon was on full display in the coun-

other services to the military, such as infrastructure

try’s banking sector, where four of the five top private

development into rebel territories. Road and bridge

banks in the 2000s were run by well-known Sino-Bur-

construction has been shown to directly contribute to

mese cronies. Three of these individuals have been di-

further militarization and attacks against EAOs and near-

rectly tied to the illegal drug trade in Shan State, where

by populations because the Tatmadaw uses them.

they first made their riches. No doubt these business
31

opportunities also presented a way to launder large
sums of capital accumulated from the drug economy.
USIP.ORG

In all these cases, the established trend is further milita32

rization and forced population displacement from areas
11

CASE STUDY: Jade Mining
The world’s highest quality jade, found primarily in parts of western Kachin State, became one of the primary
resources for rebels in the China borderlands. The Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) had taxed the
trade with Chinese merchants since they took up arms in the 1960s, and it contributed significantly to their
revenue. Once jade mines were mostly nationalized in the early 1990s, the military began handing out jade
mining concessions to the ethnic armed organizations they wanted to draw closer into its orbit.
Today the jade industry involves many of the country’s most powerful armed actors, from the Tatmadaw to paramilitaries to EAOs, generating billions of dollars of revenue every year—much of which remains unaccounted
for.1 The Tatmadaw holds official stakes in the jade industry through its companies Myanmar Economic Holding
Ltd. and the Myanmar Economic Corporation, which fuels perceptions that jade revenue helps underwrite the
army’s war against the Kachin. Some of the nation’s most prevalent crony companies also have plentiful jade
concessions from the military, such as Asia World, Htoo Group, and Ever Winner.2
Some of the first concessions in Kachin State were granted to the United Wa State Party (UWSP) leadership
after their ceasefire agreement with the Tatmadaw in 1989. After UWSP leaders began to amass huge sums
of cash from taxing and trading jade, former rebel groups, such as Khun Sa’s Mong Tai Army and the Chinese
nationalists’ Kuomintang, as well as mainland Chinese businessmen, began to loosely affiliate themselves with
the UWSP to gain access to the jade business by proxy. UWSP’s territory on both the Thailand and China borders also provided them with crucial cross-border trade access. Foreign businessmen and leaders of Burma’s
nonstate armed groups paid generous commissions to UWSP for their jade facilitation services.3 The UWSP’s
jade revenue also presented an opportunity—by having UWSP-linked traders overbid on their own gems at
the national gems emporium—to launder drug money.4
Today the jade business continues to help prolong the armed conflict in northern Burma in several ways.5 The
companies and families linked to the Tatmadaw who own jade concessions have a vested business interest in
keeping the war going. They could potentially lose vast financial sums should the central civilian government
gain full control over the jade mining industry—a so-far empty campaign promise made by Aung San Suu Kyi
in the lead-up to the 2015 elections. Meanwhile, Tatmadaw officers operating in Kachin State are personally
profiting handsomely from bribes by jade businessmen, whose continued presence they also want to ensure.
Paramilitary organizations generate revenue through production and taxation as well, funding their leaders and
their small armies for counterinsurgent activity against EAOs. Finally, EAOs currently at war, in particular the KIO,
generate significant funds from the jade sector, thereby prioritize their control over jade mining territory, taxes,
and trade. Over the past few years, the Tatmadaw carried out military offensives to push KIO units out of mining
areas, resulting in thousands more Kachin villagers fleeing to camps for internally displaced persons.
Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Ex-rebel militia business leaders capitalized on their positions as former insurgents with control
over territory and local militia troops. They could throw themselves even more into extracting valuable resources, especially opium, because they were no longer involved in revolutionary politics.
in the vicinity of concessions. The state’s security forces

In the wake of this decade’s reforms, state-backed

militarize the perimeter and secure a corridor to access

Thai and Chinese investments in special economic

it from the nearest main road to ensure that EAOs and

zones have once again redefined the conflict re-

local villagers (as well as media, NGOs, and research-

source economy. For example, infrastructure linking

ers) cannot gain easy access. Villagers whose lands are

the Dawei economic zone in Tanintharyi Region

part of the concession area are forcibly removed, often

traverses KNU territory and includes several check-

with no or very little financial compensation and usually

points along the way to the new official Thai border

with no relocation site. They are left on their own to find

crossing. Infrastructure projects financed under Chi-

a new place to settle, often resulting in further com-

na’s Belt and Road Initiative run through rebel-con-

pounding conflicts. When relocation sites are provided,

trolled and taxed territories, and have even begun

villagers have reported them unsatisfactory in terms of

shaping peace negotiations with rebels belonging to

cultural norms of habitation and farmland quality. The

the Northern Alliance.35

creation of militarized zones around concession sites
has in many cases led to violence against local pop-

PARAMILITARY ORGANIZATIONS

ulations still in the vicinity, including rape and forced

Throughout the Cold War and afterward, the Tatmadaw

portering. The list of abuses exacerbates economic and

coaxed EAO leaders to the side of the state with the

political ethnic grievances, which in turn can increase

promise of more expansive state-protected access to

support for the EAO operating in that area. In these

resource rents. EAO leaders would mutiny with some

cases, local populations often perceive the EAOs as the

of their more loyal soldiers and start their own paramil-

best available protection against abuses by the state.34

itary group with their own territory of influence, supplemented by weapons and a monthly budget under the

NONSTATE ARMED GROUPS

Tatmadaw.36 These ex-rebel militia business leaders

Apart from the Tatmadaw, the other two main armed ac-

capitalized on their positions as former insurgents

tors fueling the conflict resource economy are paramilitary

with control over territory and local militia troops. They

organizations (or people’s militias) and EAOs, collectively

could throw themselves even more into extracting and

referred to in this report as nonstate armed groups. Thai

taxing valuable resources, especially opium and then

and Chinese cross-border investment over the past two

methamphetamines, because they were no longer

decades has led to increased opportunities for NSAGs

involved in revolutionary politics.37 Such a change in

to conduct business with companies across the border.

tactics was critical to the development of military state

Timber and mining were prevalent along the Thai border

governance in ceasefire zones:

beginning in the early 1990s and moved up to the China
border in the late 1990s. Chinese investment in agribusi-

The very existence of such co-operative

ness deals in Burma took off in the mid-2000s, making the

schemes involving former battlefield foes deci-

north and northeast of Burma the newest region for rub-

sively changed the military and political balance

ber production, for example. Chinese agribusiness compa-

in much of the country; by vigorously entering the

nies, backed by China’s opium substitution program, made

economic field, the Tatmadaw was to have far

deals with NSAG leaders who had the political power and

more success in seizing the local initiative from

territory to secure large land areas for the investors.

armed opposition groups than it had ever had.38
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Women work in a quarry in Shan State. (Photo by miroslav_1/iStock)

In other cases, paramilitary groups arranged their

ethnic minority farmers, who usually do not hold official

resource deals themselves with little oversight from

land titles because they operate informally under cus-

Tatmadaw commanders. The military government

tomary norms, are forced to abandon their farm plot,

allows a certain level of activity at the local level, as

and in some cases their entire village, when it is locat-

long as these autonomous activities remain isolat-

ed within the concession area. Sometimes farmers are

ed from provincial capitals and far from the remit of

forcibly relocated into military-patrolled village hamlets

Naypyidaw. This is most prevalent with smaller-scale

along main roads under government administration

logging and agribusiness investments by Chinese

and policed by the Tatmadaw; other times, villagers are

companies, where profits and concession areas tend

left to seek out their own alternative living and liveli-

to be smaller. For these lesser-known resource deals,

hood arrangements. The concession area becomes

Tatmadaw and government officials in the locale may

de facto private property and is often gated. If the area

not be directly involved, though it is expected that

is difficult to access, the paramilitary or crony company

they receive kickbacks from paramilitary leaders or

will build access roads, which in some cases has facil-

the foreign investor (or both).

itated further Tatmadaw movements into these more

39

remote areas. These new paramilitary-controlled terriIn addition to providing greater revenue streams to

tories effectively block EAO movements and activities

paramilitary leaders, large-scale land and resource

given that EAOs no longer have the material or political

concessions owned by paramilitary leaders have led

support of the local population in their absence. This

to greater militarization in the vicinity. Often enough,

territorialization process facilitated by large-scale
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Starting in the 1990s, ethnic armed groups that had ceasefire agreements with the government
conducted resource deals with Tatmadaw leaders, national crony companies, local headmen,
and foreign investors, leaving a wake of deforested and mined hillsides in their path.
resource concessions further entrench paramilitary

continued to fight against the Tatmadaw were being

organizations in the local economy and further stake

squeezed out of the resource economy (the stick),

out their defined territory vis-à-vis nearby EAOs.

whereas those that signed ceasefires were brought
into the country’s formalizing resource economy that

ETHNIC ARMED ORGANIZATIONS

offered them new economic opportunities (the carrot).

EAOs, much like the paramilitaries from which many of
their leaders came, have also generated significant reve-

The KIO’s shifting involvement in the resource econo-

nue from the conflict resource economy. EAOs used the

my illustrates well the particularities of ceasefire capi-

opium economy of Shan State and parts of Kachin State

talism and the dynamics of the conflict resource econ-

since the 1950s to fund (to varying degrees) their admin-

omy. After the KIO lost control over the jade mines

istrative departments and military services. Starting in the

in the early 1990s, it was forced—to adequately fund

early 1990s, EAOs under ceasefires financially benefited

its standing army and administrative departments—to

from these arrangements by orchestrating the country’s

look for alternative revenue-generating activities that

underground resource economy, which then expanded

would amount to many millions of dollars.42 It turned to

beyond illicit drugs. Those with ceasefires were able to

the only other resource wealth it had territorial control

bolster their political and economic positions vis-à-vis

over: high-value timber.43 By the 2000s, Kachin State

Burma’s military-led government to cash in even more

witnessed a deforestation crisis.44 Although some of

on the resource wealth found within their administrated

the timber was transported to Yangon for legal export

territories. Ceasefire groups conducted resource deals

and therefore kept rent-seeking opportunities mostly

with Tatmadaw leaders, national crony companies, local

for the Burmese government and military, it is esti-

headmen, and foreign investors, leaving a wake of defor-

mated that a much larger percentage of timber went

ested and mined hillsides in their path.

overland to China and instead was taxed by the KIO.45

The emergence of ceasefire capitalism in more re-

The KIO therefore was able to sustain itself during the

mote territories under the control of ceasefire groups

ceasefire period in part by facilitating and taxing the

had significant political ramifications for the remaining

logging epidemic in Kachin State.46 KIO leaders fashion-

insurgent groups as well. For groups who remained

ing themselves as businessmen rather than revolution-

so-called enemies of the state, the Tatmadaw and the

aries influenced both the KIO’s internal politics and the

paramilitaries they could call upon tried to prevent

group’s relations with their Kachin civilian constituency.47

EAOs without ceasefires from capturing those revenue

Kachin civilians witnessed a handful of top KIO (and

streams. For example, the military offensive the United

Kachin Independence Army) officials amass great per-

Wa State Army conducted against Khun Sa’s Mong Tai

sonal wealth through the jade trade, and then logging

Army (MTA) on the Thai border—to the political benefit

and agribusiness, among other business deals, mostly to

of the Tatmadaw—and Khun Sa’s subsequent surrender

Chinese companies. The 2001 coup against the former

in 1996 pushed the MTA out of the territorial position to

KIO chairman, General Zau Mai, to take one example,

tax cross-border trade. With the MTA no longer man-

was reportedly triggered by discontent among ordinary

ning the Thai border, the KIO also lost its cross-border

Kachin, as well as some less corrupt KIO officers, who

40

trade access (via MTA proxy) to Thailand. EAOs that
41
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felt that his business dealings with Burmese generals

jade mining by September 2014, and associated trade

and Yunnan companies led only to privately accumulat-

profits began to accrue once again to the government,

ed profit and not to the greater good of Kachin society.

crony companies, paramilitaries, and the KIO.52 The

48

jade mines in Hpakant have become a battlefield in two
In the lead-up to the political transition of this decade,

senses of the word: over who has the right to engage

the Tatmadaw requested that ceasefire groups become

in rent-seeking opportunities, and as a war to push out

Border Guard Forces under their authority. Some par-

KIO units from jade-producing (and taxing) areas.

49

amilitary groups, such as Zakung Ting Ying’s New Democratic Army-Kachin, readily agreed, further cementing

For EAOs that either signed bilateral ceasefires

their political authority over their border territory and

since 2011 or became signatories to the Nationwide

the associated cross-border resource trade. Many

Ceasefire Agreement, the Tatmadaw and civilian-led

refused, however, on the grounds that the military-led

government have offered various peace deals. For

government had failed to deliver on its promise for

example, as a financial award for political allegiance,

political dialogue after the transition to a democratic

the state offered car import permits to EAO ceasefire

government. Ethnic minorities saw disgruntled ethnic

leaders such as those of the KNU, Democratic Karen

civilians, a deteriorating natural environment, Tatmadaw

Buddhist Army, New Mon State Party, and All Burma

militarization, and the Burmanization (and Buddhist-iza-

Students’ Democratic Front—the more prominent

tion) of state-society relations as undesired products

EAOs receiving more.53 Other examples illustrative of

of the neither peace-nor-war condition the ceasefire

resource peace dividends to EAO NCA signatories

ushered in. The government’s promise of “development

fall under the government’s new Business for Peace

for peace” fell far short of expectations.

platform (see agribusiness case study).

The return to war between the Tatmadaw and several

ARTISANAL RESOURCE ECONOMIES

EAOs in the north and northeast soon after President

The artisanal resource economy—defined here as

U Thein Sein’s government took office in 2011 had pro-

that which informally employs small-scale subsistence

found implications for the political economy of resource

resource users—is an important yet understudied and

conflict in the China borderlands. For example, the KIO

little-known sector. Reliable figures on the number of

regained its previous prominence in the Hpakant area

people working in Burma’s artisanal resource extraction

after the ceasefire broke in 2011, sought to increase

sector (who generally rely on basic nonmechanized

its ability to engage in jade rent-seeking behavior to

working instruments) are not available. The number of

help subsidize its rebel activities, and soon began to

people in Burma who informally engage in the unregu-

systematically tax jade mining companies. Its jade tax

lated small-scale resource extraction sector is presumed

funds must have been impressive: in 2012 Naypyidaw

to run into the many millions when the mining, forestry,

suspended jade mining extraction and trade altogeth-

fisheries, and poppy economies throughout the country

er because, according to the government, it could no

are considered. The percentage of the working popula-

longer guarantee company security from KIO attacks.

tion informally working in the artisanal resource sector is

Presumably because the KIO did not attack any com-

assumed to be even higher in ethnic conflict areas rich

panies, the government strategy was instead to simply

in natural resources but with few formal employment

block KIO jade rent seeking. Smaller companies linked

options. Despite being unregulated and having signifi-

to the KIO and artisanal miners continued to ply their

cant impacts on the environment and human health and

trade, but their significantly reduced operations meant

security, the artisanal resource economy nonetheless

far fewer KIO-generated funds. Naypyidaw resumed

provides an economic lifeline, however minimal and

50
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precarious, to poor households. Since 2011, government

ethnic minorities who are commonly not Buddhist. Given

administrations have sought to reform the rural economy

the ethnic and religious identity context of armed conflict

so as to formalize, and in effect industrialize, the arti-

in the country, this social dynamic has been known to ag-

sanal resource economy, whereby former subsistence

gravate tensions when located in non-Bamar or non-Bud-

workers would be formally employed by companies

dhist communities.

using more industrial methods and labor regimes.
Ethnic minorities, especially men, living in the vicinity
In general, two subsets of the national population rely on

of where these resources are often located represent

subsistence-level work in the informal resource econ-

the other subset of artisanal workers. For example, it is

omy. Landless migrants, who are predominately Bamar

not unusual for at least one male member of a Kachin

Buddhists, especially from land- and economically-poor

household in Kachin State to temporarily move to

parts of the country such as the Central Dry Zone, are

Hpakant to work in the jade mines, or a Palaung male

prevalent in the agriculture and resource extraction

household member in Shan State to move around to

wage labor economies. This population of artisanal work-

different forested areas in their surrounding townships

ers tends to migrate to areas far from its original home in

to work in small-scale timber harvesting or charcoal

search of on- and off-farm work. This means that Bamar

production. The ethnic makeup and social dynamics of

Buddhists, for example, may temporarily settle and work

artisanal workers in each industry fluctuates according

in a resource-rich area that is predominately inhabited by

to resources and geographical location.

The mature seed pods of the opium poppy produce a milky latex sap that is used to manufacture narcotics such as heroin. (Photo by oneclearvision/iStock)
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It is also common for male workers in the artisanal sector to use illicit drugs, especially heroin
and methamphetamines. Their bosses use these drugs both as a currency to pay addicted workers as well as a way to temporarily overwork an already beleaguered labor force.
The artisanal sector that has received the most

Artisanal workers are commonly forcibly taxed by

attention and is presumed the largest employer is

state and nonstate armed leaders. Government

mining, particularly in jade mines in western Kachin

officials call it a permit to operate; Tatmadaw officials

State in and around Hpakant. One striking figure from

and NSAG leaders call it a protection tax. If news

the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmen-

spreads, as it often does, of a particularly lucrative

tal Conservation estimates more than four hundred

resource find, such as a large ruby or jade rock, the

thousand people work in the gemstone mines in

worker’s find is liable to be stolen by an armed actor

northern Burma alone as so-called hand pickers.

under the threat of violence, and then state and non-

This work is known to take place in highly dangerous

state armed groups often move into the area to set

conditions; workers sort through waste rock left over

up bigger operations.

54

by large-scale company operations in search of remnant gemstones. Recent media coverage on the high

It is also common for male workers in the artisanal

number of deaths from landslides has brought greater

sector to use illicit drugs, especially heroin and meth-

attention to the need to regulate artisanal mining,

amphetamines. Their bosses use these drugs both

especially in the jade sector.

as a currency to pay addicted workers as well as a

55

way to temporarily overwork an already beleaguered
The artisanal resource economy relates to armed

labor force. The drug economy itself, it should be not-

conflict dynamics in multiple and overlapping ways.

ed, is a resource sector mostly controlled by NSAGs.

At times, an artisanal laborer may work independently but at other times may be informally organized

Examined from a different perspective, the artisanal

or partially regulated by NSAGs, either as an NSAG

resource sector also potentially helps mitigate armed

soldier (when called upon) or taxed by NSAGs. In

conflict dynamics. For one, the informal resource sec-

other cases, workers may be forced to pay taxes or

tor absorbs millions of impoverished laborers, many

other forms of bribes, such as a so-called protection

of whom were made more destitute and desperate

tax, to the Tatmadaw or NSAGs. Underlying social and

from the ravages of war. In some cases, an entire

ethnic conflicts have in some cases been heightened

conflict-affected household in part or wholly relies on

by the in-migration of laborers to areas predominant-

a family member informally working in the unregulat-

ly inhabited by a different ethnicity. Relatedly, rural

ed resource economy. In an armed conflict setting,

areas caught in war that have been cleared of ethnic

this means that a male household member has an

minority villagers are often then settled (temporarily

additional potential income-earning option other

or permanently) by landless migrants who engage in

than becoming a soldier. Often young men become

the artisanal economy nearby. These migrations into

soldiers not out of political inspiration, but out of eco-

war-affected, resource-endowed areas jeopardize

nomic necessity because it presents the only way to

land restitution and the safe and secure return of

gain access to some sort of livelihood, if temporary,

internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees.

highly precarious, and potentially dangerous.57
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IMPACTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT,
HUMAN RIGHTS, AND SECURITY

economy as day laborers or artisanal producers, thus

The resource economy has directly and indirectly

uting to armed conflict dynamics.61

potentially furthering environmental harm and contrib-

caused significant ecological degradation. Communities in and nearby areas targeted for resource

The location of a land- or resource-based project in

extraction (mining, logging, oil and gas, hydropower)

the vicinity of a village, even if smaller scale, can also

and production (agribusiness, reforestation) have also

lead to community and individual household loss of

been adversely affected. Rural communities’ socio-

land and curtailment of resource-use rights and access.

cultural systems, land tenure security, human rights,

In fact, one of the most prevalent and heated issues

and human security are often jeopardized by land

during this transition period is land grabs. Land grabs

and resource deals. Land confiscation, in-migration of

that have taken place in ethnic minority conflict areas

wage laborers, increased militarization, curtailment of

have the potential to contribute to armed conflict. For

villagers’ agricultural livelihoods, and environmental

example, ethnic villagers often lend greater support to

damage are all highly likely to result from large-scale

respective EAO leaders in the hope of being afforded

land and resource concessions, though less so from

greater protections against the damages of state-

artisanal exploitation methods. These detrimental im-

backed resource deals. Alternatively, villagers affected

pacts are likely to reinforce or exacerbate grievances.

by land and resource deals administered by an NCA

When they take place in ethnic conflict areas, the ef-

EAO signatory may have increased misgivings about

fects generate feelings of exclusion from the building

how they will benefit from postconflict development.

of the (Bamar, Buddhist) nation-state, and thus further
contribute to conflict dynamics.58

Human rights and human security have also been
repeatedly breached in and around a resource

The environmental impacts from large-scale resource

concession. When the project is backed by the

extraction and production are well known and docu-

military or an NSAG, the area around the project is

mented in Burma. Despite an environmental conser-

first secured, leading to increased militarization.62 A

vation law in 2012 and new social and environmental

greater presence of Tatmadaw soldiers correlates to

impact assessment procedures in 2016, few resource

higher incidences of human rights violations, includ-

extraction or production projects have been known to

ing forced labor and rape. Increased militarization by

follow the clauses and procedures to protect the en-

the Tatmadaw and other state security agents thereby

vironment and the surrounding population. Commu-

provides the conditions for EAOs to capitalize on the

nity members who lost their rural livelihood as a result

fears of ethnic minorities to provide greater security

of the surrounding ecological degradation, or lost

or, on rarer occasions, to sabotage a state-linked pro-

their land- and resource-use rights and access, were

ject in or near their territory that they are not econom-

more likely to then enter into the conflict resource

ically benefiting from.
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CASE STUDY: Agribusiness Land Grabs
In the mid-2000s, just as cross-border timber trade was partially (yet temporarily) shut down, Chinese largescale agribusiness estates began to proliferate along roadsides in northern and northeast Burma. Kachin State
and northern Shan State soon featured the highest agribusiness concession acreage rate increase in the country, despite the protracted armed conflicts there. Kachin State has the second-highest total acreage of agribusiness awarded in the country, 1.4 million acres, representing more than one-fourth of the country’s total agricultural concessions.1 In addition to agribusiness concessions offering new economic opportunities to state and
nonstate armed authorities, they also inscribe territory, whether it be under an ethnic armed organization, paramilitary, or the state. Which party has territorial authority in an area is a highly significant affair when it comes to
negotiating state and EAO territories in the peace process.
The main thrust behind the surge in industrial agricultural concessions in the China borderlands is China’s
national opium substitution program. This program provides financial subsidies and tariff-free import quotas
to mainland Chinese companies that invest in agricultural production in northern Burma (and Laos) as a market-based mechanism to provide local farmers with nonpoppy farm labor employment opportunities, so the
rhetoric goes.2 However, Chinese companies need to work with local authorities—who in this case are paramilitary and EAO leaders—to make the deals.
One of the paramilitary outfits Chinese investors did agribusiness deals with in the late 2000s was the Kutkai
militia, based around Kutkai Township in northern Shan State.3 One of its companies, Shwe Gonmyin (Golden
Hill), received rubber concessions in its territory of influence. Since the Kachin Independence Organization’s
ceasefire was annulled in 2011, the Kutkai militia has occasionally been summoned by the Tatmadaw to fight
against the KIO in their territory. Because the Kutkai militia’s territorial extent overlaps with that of the KIO, as
well as with Kachin populations that favor the KIO, the large-scale Kutkai rubber concessions are especially
politically loaded. The concessions and surrounding area are further reinforced as Kutkai militia territory, legitimized by the township′s state land administration office, which provided land titles to the Kutkai militia leader,
and marked as such on state land maps. Further, what is considered solidified territory under the Kutkai militia
cannot, by definition, be that of the KIO.
EAOs were also involved in agribusiness deals. After China revamped its opium substitution program in 2006
to be led by the mainland Chinese business community, a prominent businesswoman known locally as Ali
Jie switched from logging to making agribusiness deals with her new company, Northern Royal Jade (NRJ), in
KIO-controlled territory. Backed by Chinese agro-investors, NRJ obtained a thirty-thousand-acre rubber and
banana concession that sweeps out across the hills surrounding the border town of Laiza, KIO’s central headquarters. According to government maps, the concession was in a government-protected forest reserve. The
KIO was the only political authority there, and its troops had found the forest cover not only suitable for guerrilla
tactics during the previous war period but also for providing limited logging revenue after the group’s 1994
ceasefire. After the concession was awarded in 2006, a road was built stretching from the largest nearby government-run town to a village under KIO authority within the concession. The infrastructure was made possible
by a well-known Kachin company, Yup Zau Hkawng’s Jadeland, that had good connections to KIO leaders and
the NRJ.4 The bulldozed road passed through the state forest reserve along its route.
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A new Tatmadaw battalion was established inside the
agribusiness concession zone. Company managers
brought in Bamar wage laborers from the country’s
heartland, many of whom themselves had been dispossessed by farming-related debt, as well as Chinese
citizens from across the national border just a few miles
away. Once the crops were ready for harvest in 2010,
Tatmadaw officials blocked the export route overland
to China via KIO’s headquarters to prevent KIO officials
from taxing the agricultural trade. The boxed bananas
marked “Made in China” had to be trucked instead along
government-controlled roads and through a much more
distant cross-border checkpoint managed by the government (rather than the KIO), with tax revenue and unofficial
bribes doled out to the military and government officials.
This maneuver, of course, cost the KIO cross-border tax
(Photo by Distinctive Shots/Shutterstock)
revenue. According to Kachin workers involved with NRJ,
one of the trucks transporting boxes of bananas from this
concession was allegedly seized by the Chinese border
police for carrying concealed heroin. Since that time, workers involved in the concession believe that the Chinese
NRJ business partner from Yunnan has been on the run as a wanted fugitive. The head of the KIO’s agricultural
department and other KIO officials interviewed downplayed these setbacks, insisting that the Chinese agricultural
development endeavors were good economic opportunities for both the KIO and local Kachin farmers.
After fighting between the KIO’s army and the Tatmadaw resumed in 2011, the road leading from the nearest large
government-controlled town to the agribusiness concession ended up as the supply route for the Tatmadaw to
reinforce their troops stationed inside the concession. Because the concession forms a half circle around the KIO
headquarters, the area’s largest agribusiness estate was literally, at times, a battlefield. The concession area came
under the nominal control of the Tatmadaw, but at other times the KIO was able to launch ground attacks against
the Tatmadaw from within the concession. The concession is thus reportedly heavily land mined, by both sides, to
curtail respective troop movements. Since the war started up again with the KIO and its armed wing, formal Chinese agribusiness investment has been limited in these areas.
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that provides “goodwill services and serves as a platform
to promote and encourage peace talks,” showcasing the
role of local business leaders (with their private economic
interests) as mediators in peacebuilding efforts.
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Transforming Conflict
Resource Economies
As explained, the initial round of ceasefires with ethnic

ensured, especially those who are older and those

armed organizations in the early 1990s never resulted in

whose only option for earning a livelihood is farm-

political settlements, including on resource governance

ing. But many of their villages have been included in

and revenue benefit sharing. Tatmadaw promises of fu-

concessions, been resettled by migrants, or are still

ture political dialogue, which may or may not have includ-

militarized by the Tatmadaw. Although only few IDPs

ed land- and resource-related clauses, never material-

and refugees have returned so far relative to the hun-

ized. Instead, ceasefire capitalism unfolded—unregulated

dreds of thousands displaced, NGOs and government

resource extraction, land grabs, and state militarization.

agencies have been preparing for large numbers.65

The return to war earlier this decade for some EAOs was

The unavailability of suitable land and livelihoods

in part attributable to the lack of any political settlements

for those who return could make returnees, who are

on how ethnic civilians and the resources within their

already skeptical about the state, far more likely to

territories of influence would be governed.

support EAO activities.

The new round of bilateral ceasefires and the Union

In both the north and the southeast, the ways in which

government’s Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement in

natural resources are controlled and used is contribut-

2015 have mostly offered a more secure environment

ing to a resurgence in local grievances and potential

for villagers within EAO territories to live and potentially

renewed violent conflict. Ideally, resources should gen-

return to, as well as opportunities for postconflict devel-

erate equitable social and economic benefits, which

opment. At the same time, however, ceasefire condi-

would in turn contribute to more inclusive statebuilding

tions have been typified by land grabs and large-scale

outcomes and greater prospects for peace.

63

resource concessions, resembling those in northern
Burma in the 1990s and 2000s.64 That said, this time

The mistakes from the last two decades need not be

around more checks and balances have been put into

repeated; instead, the peace process should offer the

place, including elected regional state governments

opportunity to transform the conflict resource economy

and a more active civil society, both of which have

into what can be called environmental peacebuild-

been applying pressure on their EAO representatives

ing.66 Although this concept is normally associated

to follow good governance practices.

with fostering cooperation among victims of resource
depletion, in the context of political insurgency in re-

A unique challenge is the issue of land restitution

source-endowed environments such as in Burma, it can

and the return of refugees and internally displaced

also mean the transformation of resource governance

persons. For example, Karen IDPs and refugees who

in a way that resources no longer play a role in armed

have lived in remote forests or in camps along the

conflict. There is even the opportunity for resource

Thai border for decades intend for the most part to

wealth and its management to foster new pathways to

return to their native villages when their safety can be

peace if done properly and sequenced correctly.
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LAND, NATURAL RESOURCES,
AND THE PEACE PROCESS

although not comprehensively and without undertaking

Under the direction of President U Thein Sein’s mili-

have not yet been addressed directly.

wider consultation. Apart from land, natural resources

tary-backed administration and after it Aung San Suu
Kyi’s National League for Democracy, the conditions of

Moreover, the NCA principles do not include any issues

the conflict resource economy transformed yet again.

related to the conflict resource economy apart from a few

Under quasi-democratic reforms and an opening in the

bullet points mentioning investment and “environmental

economy, Burma entered a second wave of investment

conservation” to be conducted during the interim period

reforms. Several of the country’s new parliamentarians

(chapter 6, principle 25). Chapter 3, section 9 relates to

representing the northeastern region had previously

the protection of civilians, which includes land confis-

run paramilitary organizations heavily involved in re-

cations and loss of livelihood. These broad and weak

source rent seeking, especially in illicit drugs. Further,

statements can be interpreted in multiple ways, rendering

the first national laws were a hurriedly passed pair

them ineffective in drumming up political support for over-

meant to commodify the nation’s land—which to this

hauling the conflict resource economy, even in principle.

67

day mostly operates under customary norms—to facilitate formal foreign investment. Other legislation related

In May 2017 at the Second Union Peace Conference–21st

to land- and resource-based investments also passed

Century Panglong, ten agreements on principles of land

through Parliament with little discussion or debate. The

(and less so, natural resources) were reached. In July

international community in part responded in kind with

2018, an additional two agreements were reached at the

an uptick in foreign investment beyond Burma’s normal

third session. Although one principle recognizes local cul-

regional trade partners.

tural heritage in land and another aims to reduce central

68

control overall, no mention is made of decentralizing auMeanwhile, under the government’s national peace

thority over the rights to control, use, manage, and benefit

process, a series of institutions, working groups, and

from land and natural resources. Several of the principles

committees were established. Many dialogues and con-

actually reinforce Union-level laws and control, thereby

ferences were convened after 2012 to help direct the

aggravating the very heart of the issue for ethnic minority

military and EAOs toward a consensus on how to bring

populations and EAOs.

about a comprehensive peace settlement. The various official dialogues have focused mostly on security

Most ceasefire agreements in the world have so far

matters. The national peace process platform has yet

failed to recognize the necessity of reforming resource

to meaningfully address land and resource use, owner-

ownership, use and management rights, and its gov-

ship, and management rights, as well as benefit-sharing

ernance.69 For example, of the fifteen existing bilateral

issues, although some progress has been made. The

ceasefire agreements in Burma, only five address

Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement-Signatories, Ethnic

natural resources; in all five, warring parties are allowed

Armed Organizations, as part of the Union Peace Dia-

to continue their exploitation and revenue generation.

logue Joint Committee (UPDJC), established the Land

In only one case is any other aspect of natural resource

and Environment Working Committee to provide land

management addressed. According to the Myanmar

and environmental-related policies and principles to the

Peace Monitor, it is merely to send researchers to “as-

UPDJC. This working committee has drafted a land-fo-

sess the natural resources.”70

cused policy that addresses some of the concerns
EAOs and ethnic civil society have expressed related to

National governments are usually hesitant to devolve

customary land ownership rights and their governance,

governance of resource use and management rights

USIP.ORG
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to local governments, let alone to ex-rebel political

To reduce the risk of a continuation of or a return to

parties and politicians. Decentralization and devolution

war, ethnic leaders are demanding a greater say in

of resource governance forfeit the direct access of

the management of land and natural resources and

the national government (and its military) to resource

the sharing of revenue (and other benefits) generat-

rent seeking. Addressing reform of natural resource

ed from their exploitation. Many ethnic civil society

governance in peace agreements is also usually

and EAO leaders have made land and resource

ignored or glossed over not only because it is seen as

co-management and revenue sharing a critical

complicated and can become quite technical, but also

demand in the ongoing peace negotiations. For ex-

because it gets at the political heart of many armed

ample, in May 2016, a committee of Kachin political

conflicts. In other instances, territorial disputes have

parties developed policies on natural resources

arisen out of the peace process in part over contest-

that called for the Kachin State government to have

ing control over and access to natural resources and

independent management over natural resourc-

other lucrative economic activities, which have already

es.74 Similar gatherings and calls from ethnic-based

occurred in Burma. Thus the conflict resource economy

political parties have taken place in other ethnic

continues to drive instability during the national peace

states, especially Rakhine State (oil and gas), Shan

process. However, concrete steps can still be taken

State (mining and dams), and Karen State (mining

to support environmental peacebuilding and working

and dams). The United Nationalities Federal Council

toward durable peace.

(UNFC), for example, reached a consensus in early
2015 on advancing a union federalism among its

RESOURCE FEDERALISM

EAO members.75 It has officially adopted eleven pol-

A federal union model continues to gain support among

icy positions, five of which relate to land and natural

the National League for Democracy-led civilian govern-

resources.76 All of UNFC’s policies advocate for and

ment, EAOs, and ethnic-based civil society organizations

support the principles of sustainable development

as the most promising way forward to resolving the

and the use of natural resources for local benefit

country’s political stalemate. Indeed, political federalism

that does no harm. Ethnic civil society and EAO

is the core of the NCA and Panglong peace process.

leaders claim, however, that the Tatmadaw does not

Although EAOs express disagreements related to their

want to meet their demands on local ownership of

respective political visions and agendas, in mid-2017

natural resources (for presumably political and eco-

more than sixty representatives of EAOs—both those

nomic reasons).

71

that have signed the government’s NCA and those
that have rejected it—agreed to what they called basic

During this interim period of the peace process,

guidelines to establish a federal union in Burma. Polit-

much needs to be done to address the conflict

ical federalism, which has not yet been clearly defined

resource economy and its actors. Few actions have

by its advocates for the specific case of Burma, would

been taken, however. Some ethnic civil society lead-

offer a political governance arrangement that decentral-

ers have called for a series of sequenced chains of

izes power and decision making to the subnational lev-

actions in regard to land and natural resource man-

el. Ethnic leaders argue that political federalism would

agement, such as a moratorium on any new large-

enable ethnic minority populations to have a greater say

scale land and natural resource investment projects,

in their state’s development, be more resonant with local

a review of existing ones, and respect for communi-

cultural traditions and local communities’ development

ties that practice customary land and resource ten-

aspirations, and accrue more material benefits to the

ure systems, among other positions.77 Care needs

regional state and local populations.73

to be taken to ensure that EAO administration and

72
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How natural resources are to be governed, not just what percentage of revenue should be
shared, needs to be resolved through dialogue. Revenue sharing, no matter the percentage, will
not achieve what its advocates hope for without political will and robust institutions.
governance is not inserted into government struc-

Several of the more well-established EAOs set up

tures prematurely. Improper sequencing and rushing

systems and departments to govern their territories

the implementation of the NCA before agreements

of influence. These systems generally recognize and

are in place on how economic matters will be dealt

complement customary management practices, and

with could be perceived as coercive statebuilding

provide culturally appropriate services such as in

and even spark renewed armed conflict.

health care and education. Several EAOs also have
forestry and agriculture departments to manage

The rallying call for natural resources to be governed

land and natural resources under their jurisdiction.

by subnational and local government officials who

In recent years, they have updated and revised their

are elected by citizens from those jurisdictions offer

forest and land policies. These policies espouse, in

some promise for loosening the linkage between

the words of the Karen National Union’s land and

resource wealth and armed conflict in Burma. Of

forest policies, “land to the people.” In the KNU

course, bringing decision-making power to lower po-

and Kachin forest policies, for example, “ancestral

litical administrative levels can also help decentralize

claims” are honored, thereby granting full manage-

corruption and provide new institutional pathways for

ment rights to communities. Customary land and

centralization. The best hope to mitigate this possi-

resource management practices and regulations are

bility is to strengthen regional and local governance

honored (in theory), and local customary authority

institutions as much as possible, preferably before

figures maintain their domain of power to rule village

devolution formally takes place.

affairs.79 Some EAOs—such as the KNU, the Kachin

78

Independence Organization, the Karenni National
It is important that postconflict countries have trans-

Progressive Party, and the New Mon State Party—

parent fiscal data to help ensure more accountable

have issued customary land titles, recognizing shift-

resource management and less corruption. But

ing cultivation and other customary land-use practic-

revenue sharing is only one tool and does not tackle

es (such as agroforestry) that are not afforded official

political problems often inherent to entrenched disa-

recognition by the Union government. Many ethnic

greements on who has the right to what. How natural

communities in areas where EAOs have authority are

resources are to be governed, not just what per-

having to choose between the state and the EAO on

centage of revenue should be shared, also needs to

which policies more favorably govern over them. In

be resolved through dialogue. Revenue sharing, no

most instances, ethnic villagers tilt toward EAO poli-

matter the percentage, will not achieve what its ad-

cies, which recognize customary land and resource

vocates hope for without the political will and robust

management practices. Rather than choosing one

institutions (at both central and subnational levels) to

side or another, political federalism could enable

ensure that generated revenue goes to the public

a subnational governance framework that is more

good in a transparent and accountable manner.

responsive to local communities' cultural practices,

Otherwise, grassroots grievances will continue and

needs, and development aspirations, and that works

sentiments of political and economic marginalization

to integrate complementary sharing of competence

could be funneled into supporting EAO activity.

and jurisdictions.
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INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE
GOOD GOVERNANCE MECHANISMS

taken armed conflict geographies more into account.

Burma’s recent political and economic reforms have

legality definition opens the conversation on what is

opened the country to a much more expansive set of

considered socially and politically legitimate timber rent

international engagements, particularly global en-

seeking and by whom. However, this aspect of state

vironmental good governance mechanisms. These

capture of resource rents is especially complicated

platforms focus on transparency, accountability,

in the Burma context. Conflict-sensitivity training and

international-standard social safeguards, promotion of

analysis has remained limited and pushback from some

legal trade, and an end to resources financing armed

Bamar stakeholders has been strong. It is therefore

conflict. These are all ingredients in environmental

critical that any legality definition for timber trade (or

peacebuilding in the context of a postconflict transition.

other natural resources) carefully consider the country’s

Given continual civil society pressure and support, the

ethnic political terrain and associated conflict financing.

hope is that these initiatives ensure that revenue is

After the UK Department for International Develop-

transparently reinvested back into pro-poor commu-

ment’s recent decision to pull its funding for FLEGT,

nity development initiatives. Reinvesting in culturally

however, the momentum of this initiative in pushing for

appropriate ways helps better ensure that communi-

forestry sector reform has been left hanging.

Multistakeholder dialogue on the country’s timber

ties—rather than only the central state, military, or local
armed actors—benefit sustainably and equitably from

Burma has also been moving toward adopting a

their resource-rich environments. These mechanisms

framework and strategy for its approach to reducing

also open a critical dialogue on who has the legal and

emissions from deforestation and forest degradation

legitimate right to conserve, extract, tax, and trade the

(REDD+). More recently, multiple donor-funded initi-

country’s resource wealth. In the context of a postcon-

atives have streamlined REDD+ frameworks into the

flict transition, these broader benchmarks could also

country’s natural resource and land reform processes.80

help achieve peacebuilding aims. However, so far the

Concerns have been raised, however, that REDD+ and

land and resource good governance mechanisms un-

other forest and wildlife conservation initiatives will

der way in Burma have not had much cross-pollination

exacerbate land and resource tenure rights insecurity

with addressing armed political conflict dynamics and

for those populations whose agrarian lives are most

the national peace process—a necessary component

precarious. In most cases, EAOs also claim authority

to success in both resource governance reform and

over forested territories targeted for renewed conser-

peacebuilding.

vation efforts. Green grabbing, or types of land grabs
to achieve environmental goals, has augmented armed

One such initiative is the European Union’s Forest Law

conflict dynamics in these cases.81 REDD+ initiatives

Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) Action

should instead support programs to support communi-

Plan. Until earlier this decade, the EU and the Unit-

ties’ forest-based rights as a mechanism to afford them

ed States sanctioned trade in timber originating from

a greater stake in postconflict statebuilding. Moreo-

Burma because the state’s timber board, the Myanmar

ver, EAOs should also decide whether conservation

Timber Enterprise, was controlled by the military and

projects should be carried out in territories under their

financing other armed conflict actors. But since timber

authority; if so, then they and local communities in

trade has been allowed to resume to Western consum-

those areas are the primary stakeholders.

er countries, the EU has facilitated forest governance
and timber trade reform to meet their due diligence

A third significant good governance mechanism that

benchmarks. More recently, FLEGT-related work has

Naypyidaw has signed onto is the Extractive Indus-
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Figure 1. Major Ethnic Armed Organizations

Parties to 2015 NCA
All Burma Students’
Democratic Front

Karen National Liberation
Army–Peace Council

Arakan Liberation Party

Lahu Democratic Union

Chin National Front

New Mon State Party

Democratic Karen
Benevolent Army Brigade 5

Pa-O National Liberation
Organization ●

Karen National Union

Restoration Council
of Shan State ●

To date, ten EAOs have signed on to the 2015 Nationwide Ceasefire
Agreement and another three have negotiated bilateral ceasefires
with the Union government. Members of the Northern Alliance are
currently engaged in armed conflict with the Tatmadaw.

tries Transparency Initiative (EITI), which promotes
revenue transparency through publication of the
government’s oil, gas, mining, and forestry contracts,
production, operating costs, and revenues generated.
The assumption is that transparency facilitates greater scrutiny and thus accountability. Ultimately, greater
transparency can catalyze a more informed debate
among citizens regarding the rational use of their
natural resources and how that wealth is distributed82
When paired alongside environmental peacebuilding

Bilateral Ceasefire
Agreements
Shan State Army—North ●
Shan State East National
Democratic Alliance Association ●
United Wa State Army ●

efforts, data transparency in the resource sectors can
also help put pressure on armed conflict actors who
tap resource revenue streams. The EITI is mentioned
in the NCA agreed principles (chapter 6, principle 25)
to help best plan projects in conflict areas to minimize
impacts, although EITI has little to offer specifically
in this regard. Instead, the EITI process and the data
made transparent shed light on armed conflict financing from the resource economy.
These three global environmental mechanisms,
among others, offer an opportunity and hope to
achieve a higher standard in environmental manage-

Northern Alliance
Arakan Army
Kachin Independence Army ●
Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army ●
Ta’ang National Liberation Arm ●

ment. But perhaps more important, these processes
on governance, legality, trade, and conservation are
promising platforms of environmental peacebuilding.
Bringing together a diverse set of stakeholders from
the state, civil society, and the private sector for continual dialogue on conflict resource matters, making
secretive data on concessions and conflict financing
public, decentralizing control over the resource economy, and helping build institutional capacity at all administrative levels (including EAOs) are some of these
new opportunities that offer pathways to peace.

● Groups active in Shan and Kachin states.
USIP.ORG
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CASE STUDY: Failure to Deliver Equitable Peace Dividends
Another way Burma’s national peace process relates to the conflict resource economy is in the government’s
Business for Peace (B4P) platform. In 2013, in line with the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) framework, the
government adopted the B4P to promote responsible sustainable businesses in high-risk, conflict-affected areas
with the ethnic armed organizations that signed on to the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA). Designed as a
way for NCA signatories to earn a “peace dividend,” these ethnic armed organizations are meant to establish public companies through official channels (via the government’s investment institutions) to conduct business deals
with the government and foreign investors. Overseen by the UNGC Network Myanmar and coordinated with the
government’s Union of Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (UMFCCI), the new Myanmar
Ethnic Entrepreneurs Association, established in March 2018, is made up of members from the NCA signatories
tasked with boosting socioeconomic development in conflict-affected ethnic regions the EAOs administer.
The idea is that EAO leaders forming public companies in concert with UMFCCI would help “address the
EAO’s financial hardships through official channels, as well as helping to halt logging in conflict zones.”1 Concerns and problems abound, however. For one, this appears to be dressing up the ceasefire capitalism that
ran amok in the 1990s and 2000s during the initial phase of ceasefires with EAOs, leaving a devastating wake
of environmental destruction and locally generated grievances. Moreover, no details have been agreed upon
regarding shareholder structure and profit-sharing agreements between the state and EAO NCA signatories,
nor EAO leaders’ administrative roles in their respective public companies. Concerns have been lodged on
what would happen to these public companies if fighting resumes with EAO battalions, which has become a
regular occurrence for several NCA signatories. Perhaps the most poignant criticism of B4P from the perspective of ethnic civil society is the sentiment that it translates an armed struggle based on a political ideology of
ethnic self-determination into a financial proposition. Because business dealings are with EAO leaders and
coordinated with the government’s business associations—which are largely overseen by well-known cronies—these economic pursuits would potentially increase the resource revenue capture by state and EAO
leaders but still without accountability or wider benefit sharing with ethnic civilians in those areas.
For example, a special economic zone of sorts with related physical and energy infrastructure has been proposed in cooperation with Karen National Union leaders and their newly established public companies, local
cronies, and military and government officials in Tanintharyi Region. Local civil society, however, has demanded
that EAO leaders be held accountable for what appears to them as a land and resource grab without business
transparency, proper social and environmental regulatory systems, or locally generated benefits.2 In another
case, the government’s National Reconciliation and Peace Center struck an unprecedented timber deal with
the Karenni National People’s Liberation Front, a paramilitary group, to jointly capture timber rents within their
territory east of the Thanlwin (Salween) River.3 The agreement even broke Union laws.
Notes
1.

2.
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Conclusion
Burma’s national peace process and land and resource

First, the extraction, production, tax, and trade in natural

governance reform are at a crossroads. The govern-

resources and crops may finance armed actors and

ment’s peace process and those EAOs that have signed

their organizations, further prolonging armed conflict

the NCA have created the conditions for the possibility

and incentives to maintain the status quo. Cutting off

of postconflict development opportunities in those

resource revenues to armed conflict actors and their

territories. More recent setbacks in the peace process,

organizations would have an immediate effect on

however, have tempered these hopes. War continues in

armed conflict dynamics, duration, and motivations for

the north against EAOs in the Northern Alliance, and mi-

all stakeholders.

litia organizations (which number in the hundreds) have
not yet been addressed in the security sector. The lat-

Second, the peace process must promote political dia-

est Panglong conference, held in July 2018 after months

logue that clarifies who has what rights for the use and

of delays, did not result in any promising concrete steps

management of Burma’s resources, devises workable

forward, not least for land and resource-related meas-

benefit-sharing arrangements for the revenue gener-

ures. Meanwhile, the land and resource sectors and

ated from those resources, and how benefits will be

their reform have received minimal attention in peace

distributed and for what purposes. These core political

dialogues and related government-appointed institu-

questions on which actors have which rights and over

tions, despite a few initial steps forward in developing

what are precisely what have defined the country’s civil

some land-related principles. Much more significant

war along ethnic lines.

steps remain, especially given that these issues are a
cornerstone for political demands among EAOs and

These unresolved rights have resulted in nearly

shown to be a necessary component to peacebuilding

seven decades of war. But meaningful dialogue and

in resource-rich postconflict transition countries.

agreements on land and resource rights and their
management can help resolve political obstacles. With

International land and resource good governance mecha-

a concerted effort backed by strong political will, the

nisms are under way in Burma, though so far without much

conflict resource economy can be overhauled and

cross-pollination with the peace process and related

replaced by a more robust, accountable, and equitable

institutions. Land and natural resources—and the sound

resource management system that can help lay down

management of access and ownership rights—play a cru-

the pathways to peace.

cial role in building peace in two prominent ways.
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